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MENTORING AK 1 – GASAL 2015/2016 

 

Problem 1 – Conceptual Framework 

1. What is the objective of financial statements according to the IASB conceptual 

framework? 

2. According to the IASB conceptual framework, What are the four principal qualitative  

characteristics ? Please explain! 

3. In practice, there is often a trade-off between different qualitative characteristics of  

information. In these situations, an appropriate balance among the characteristics must be 

achieved in order to meet the objective of financial statements. Please give an example of 

trade-off between qualitative characteristics of information! 

 

Problem 2 – Statement of Comprehensive Income 

The following information was taken from records of SHINING CORPORATION for the year 

2010.   

  

Gain on sale of office building    $ 95,000  

Loss from discontinued operation    $ 72,000  

Selling expense     $ 300,000  

Rent Revenue      $ 50,000  

Cost Of Goods Sold     $ 950,000  

General and administrative expense    $ 275,000  

Sales          $ 1,800,000  

Dividend Revenue     $ 25,000 

Loss from impairment of account receivable       $ 15,000  

Unrealized holding gain on available for sale  

equity securities (net of tax)      $ 60,000  

Fixed assets revaluation surplus (net of tax)      $ 30,000  

Interest expense              $ 36,000  

Cash dividends declared on ordinary shares      $ 50,000  

Share capital – ordinary ($10 par)         $1,000,000  



  

Required: Prepare in a good form a comprehensive income statement using single statement 

format (including the earnings per share) for the year 2010. Assume a 30% tax rate.  

 

Problem 3 - Statement of Financial Position 

The following data is summed from Bright Co.’s general ledger after adjustment on December 

31, 2012 (in Rp. 000). All accounts have normal balances.  

  

Cash       11,000    

Accounts Receivables    7,000      

Trading Securities     3,000      

Merchandise Inventory    8,000      

Supplies      5,000      

Available for Sale Investment   6,500      

Prepaid Insurance     12,000    

Machine      60,000    

Accumulated Depreciation - Machine  10,000    

Accounts Payable     4,500      

Notes Payable (due on October 1, 2014) 3,500       

Unearned Fees     700          

Interest Payable     900          

Notes Payable (due on October 1, 2013)  2,000      

Share Capital - Ordinary    60,000    

Cash Dividends     5,500      

Retained Earnings     20,900    

Dividends Revenue     400          

Sales       67,000    

Income Tax Expense    1,000      

Cost of Goods Sold     30,000    

Utilities Expense     7,500      

Interest Expense     1,500      



Salaries Expense     12,500    

Loss on sale of Investment    1,000      

Revaluation surplus on equipment   1,100      

Unrealized Gain/Loss on AFS Securities  500           

 

Instructions:  

Prepare Statement of Financial Position for Bright Co. as of December 31, 2012. 

  
 

Problem 4 – Receivables 

 

On 1 January 2011, PT FGH receives a Rp 1,500,000,000 four-year note, bearing interest at 12% 

annually, in exchange for cash. The market rate of interest for a note of similar risk is 10%. 

Unfortunately, during 2011, PT KLM experienced financial difficulty. On 31 December 2011, 

eventhough PT KLM manages to pay all of the accrued interest, PT KLM informs PT FGH that 

the rest of the interests and the principal amount of the note can only be paid 75%. PT FGH has 

enough objective evidences to determine that the note has been impaired.  

  

  

PV Single Sum 10%, 4 period 0.68301  PV Ordinary Annuity 10%, 4 period 3.16986  

PV Single Sum 10%, 3 period 0.75132  PV Ordinary Annuity 10%, 3 period 2.48685 

 
 

Instructions:  

1. Provide the schedule of effective interest method  

2. Calculate the amount of impairment loss of and the end-of-year value after impairment of 

Notes  Receivable  

3. Prepare the necessary journal entries to record transactions of Trade Receivable and 

Notes Receivable, including the impairment  

 
 
Problem 5 -  Inventory  

Toko Wijaya Elektrindo sells various home appliances, including two types of TVs: flat screen 

and plasma. The inventory data of TVs shown below is available for the month of October 2011.  

(in Rp‘000). 



 

TV Flat Screen TV Plasma

Units Price/unit Units Price/unit

Inventory at Sep 30 100 4,000            Inventory at Sep 30 150 8,500          

Purchases: Purchases:

10-Oct 200 4,500            3-Oct 500 9,000          

20-Oct 250 4,750            12-Oct 300 9,500          

30-Oct 150 5,000            21-Oct 450 10,000        

Sales: Sales:

15-Oct 200 5,400            18-Oct 700 10,800        

25-Oct 300 5,700            29-Oct 550 11,400        

 

PART A (10%)  

a. Assume WijayaElektrindo uses a periodic inventory system under first-in, first-out 

(FIFO) method. Determine the cost of ending inventory at October 31 and the cost of 

goods sold (COGS) for October. 

b. Assume WijayaElektrindo uses periodic inventory system under average cost method.  

Determine the cost of ending inventory at October 31 and the cost of goods sold (COGS) 

for October.  

c. Assume you need to compute a current ratio for WijayaElektrindo. Which inventory 

method (FIFO or average cost) do you think would give you a more meaningful current 

ratio? Explain briefly. 

  

PART B (10%)  

In addition to the above information, due to a downturn in the economy, Wijaya Elektrindo 

expects TV-Plasma prices from October 31 onward to be considerably different (and lower) than 

at the beginning of and during October. Wijaya has developed the following additional 

information:  (in Rp’000)  

  

TV Flat Screen TV Plasma

Expected selling price 6,000       Expected selling price 11,200               

Cost to sell 200           Cost to sell 700                     

Cost to complete 300           Cost to complete 1,500                  
  



a. Wijaya uses periodic FIFO accounting method (use your answer from Part A). Determine 

the rupiah amount that WijayaElektrindo should report on its October 31 statement of 

financial position for inventory of TVs. Assume Wijaya applies LCNRV at the individual 

product level. Prepare the adjusting entries using allowance account.  

b. Repeat question (a) but assume Wijaya applies LCNRV at the major group level, which 

is TVs. 

c. Which one of the two approaches above (individual product level or major group level) 

for applying LCNRV do you think gives the financial statement reader better 

information? Explain briefly.  

d. Assume that during November, the NRV of TV plasma rebounds to Rp10.600.000. 

Briefly describe how Wijaya’s November financial statements changed with respect to its 

inventory remaining from October 31 under IFRS. 

e. Refer to Question (d), prepare adjusting entries under IFRS, if any, to record the NRV 

recovery of TV plasma if Wijaya applies LCNRV at the individual product level. Use 

your answer from Question (a). 



ANSWER KEY MENTORING AK 1 – GASAL 2015/2016 

 

Problem 1 – Conceptual Framework 

1. The objective of financial statements according to IASB Conceptual Framework is to provide 

financial information about the reporting entity that is useful to present and potential equity 

investors, lenders, and other creditors in making decisions in their capacity as capital 

providers. 

2. Four principle qualitative characteristics according to IASB Conceptual Framework: 

a) Comparability: A financial statement must enable the users to identify the real similarities 

and differences in economic events between companies (and between periods). And 

includes consistency, which means that a company applies the same accounting treatment 

to similar events, from period to period (they must demonstrate the new adopted method 

if they want to change an accounting method).  

b) Verifiability: A financial statement will be show the same result if measured by 

independent measurers, using the same methods.  

c) Timeliness: Financial statement should be able to provide information needed by decision 

makers before it loses its capacity to influence decisions. 

d) Understandability: Financial statement must provide information that lets reasonably 

informed users see its significance.  

3. Trade off between relevant information in a timely manner and taking time to make sure that 

information is representational faithfulness. If information is not reported in a timely manner 

it may lose it relevance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Problem 2 – Statement of Comprehensive Income 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Problem 3 – Statement of Financial Position 

 

 

 

 

 



Problem 4 - Receivables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Journal Entries: 

   
1-Jan-10 Notes Receivable 

 

     
1,595,000  

 

 
           Cash 

  

      
1,595,000  

     
31-Dec-10 Cash 

 

         
180,000  

 

 

           Notes 
Receivable 

  

            
20,500  

 
           Interest Income 

  

          
159,500  

     
31-Dec-10 Loss on Impairment 

 

         
393,540  

 

 
          Notes Receivable 

  

          
393,540  

 

 

Problem 5 – Inventory (Part A) 



c. The purpose of the current ratio is to provide some indications of the resources the company 

has available to meet the short term obligations, if those obligations come due. FIFO, which 

generally approximates the current cost of inventory, usually better suits this objective. Average 

cost inventory numbers on a statement of financial position can sometimes be stated at lower 

values. 

Part B 

         Total Cost (FIFO) NRV/Unit Total NRV LCNRV

TV Flat Screen 200          987,500                      5,500              1,100,000    987,500           

TV Plasma 150          1,500,000                  9,000              1,350,000    1,350,000        

2,487,500                  2,450,000     
        

 

       

        

a) Individual Product Level

TV-Plasma's NRV is lower than its cost --> impairment 

Journal entry:

Loss due to decline inventory to NRV 150,000        

          Allowance to reduce inventory to NRV 150,000           

b) Major Group Level (TV) --> no impairment

Total cost (2,487,500) is higher than total NRV (2,450,000)

c) The individual product approach is better because the company expects that costs for TV-Plasma 

to be significantly different and lower than current purchases.

 However, the costs for the TV-Flat Screen are more stable and increasing somewhat.

d) Total Cost (FIFO)NRV/Unit Total NRV LCNRV

TV Flat Screen 200                              987,500          5,500             1,100,000        987,500                  

TV Plasma 150                              1,500,000      10,600          1,590,000        1,500,000              

2,487,500      2,690,000        

e) Ending inventory:

Before 2,337,500                  

After recovery 2,487,500                  

Recovery 150,000                      

Entry: Allowance to reduce inventory to NRV 150,000          

           Recovery of Inventory Loss 150,000        



          

 


